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Krull dimension for di!erential graded algebras
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Abstract. We introduce a naive notion of a system of parameters for a
homologically finite complex over a commutative noetherian local ring
and compare it to the system of parameters defined by Christensen. We
show that these notions di!er in general but that they agree when the
complex in question is a DG R-algebra. In this case we also show that
the Krull dimension defined in terms of the lengths of such systems of
parameters agrees with Krull dimensions defined in terms of certain chains
of prime ideals.
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1. Introduction. In this paper, R is a commutative noetherian ring with iden-
tity. The term “R-complex” is short for “chain complex of (unital) R-modules”
indexed homologically. The infimum of an R-complex X is inf(X) := inf{i !
Z | Hi(X) "= 0}, and X is homologically finite if the total homology module!

i!Z Hi(X) is finitely generated. The Koszul complex over R on a sequence
x = x1, . . . , xn ! R is denoted KR(x).

Foxby [4] defines the Krull dimension of an R-complex X as

dimR(X) := sup{dim(R/p) # inf(Xp) | p ! SuppR(X)},

where SuppR(X) := $i!Z SuppR(Hi(X)). If M is a finitely generated
R-module, then dimR(M) is the usual Krull dimension of M , given in terms
of chains of prime ideals in SuppR(M). If inf(X) > #%, then dimR(X) &
# inf(X).

When R is local, it is natural to seek a notion for systems of parameters for
homologically finite R-complexes. One such notion comes from Christensen [2],
starting with the following version of minimal prime ideals for complexes. Let
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X be an R-complex such that inf(X) > #%. A prime ideal p ! Spec(R) is an
anchor prime for X if dimRp(Xp) = # inf(Xp). Let AncR(X) denote the set
of anchor primes for X. Assuming that (R,m) is local and X is homologically
finite, a system of parameters for X is a sequence x = x1, . . . , xd ! m such that
m ! AncR(KR(x)'R X) and d = dimR(X)+inf(X). Christensen [2, Theorem
2.9] shows that X has a system of parameters in this setting.

The point of this paper is to explore the following di!erent (possibly more
naive) versions of these notions.

Definition 1.1. Assume that (R,m) is local, and let X be a homologically finite
R-complex. A length sequence for X is a sequence x = x1, . . . , xd ! m such
that each Hi(KR(x)'R X) has finite length. If m is the length of the shortest
length sequence for X, then the length dimension of X is

ldimR(X) := m # inf(X).

A length system of parameters for X is a length sequence x1, . . . , xm ! m for
X such that m = ldimR(X) + inf(X).

Remark 1.2. Assume that (R,m) is local, and let X be a homologically finite
R-complex. Any generating sequence for an m-primary ideal of R is a length
sequence for X, so X admits a length system of parameters, and

dim(R) & ldimR(X) + inf(X).

We have ldimR(X) & # inf(X), with equality holding if and only if each Hi(X)
has finite length.

Lemma 3.3 shows that ldimR(X) & dimR(X). It is straightforward to show
that one can have strict inequality here; see Example 3.4. On the other hand,
the main result of this paper shows that this cannot occur when X is a DG R-
algebra. It is stated next and proved in 3.6. See Section 2 for some background
on DG algebras.

Theorem 1.3. Let A be a homologically finite positively graded commutative
local noetherian DG A0-algebra such that (A0,m0) is local noetherian.
(a) Given a sequence x ! m0, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) x is a system of parameters for A;
(ii) x is a system of parameters for H0(A); and
(iii) x is a length system of parameters for A.

(b) One has ldimA0(A) = dimA0(A) = dim(H0(A)).
(c) If A is generated over A0 in odd degrees or if A is bounded, then

DGdim(A) = ldimA0(A) = dimA0(A) = dim(H0(A)).

2. DG algebras and DG Krull dimension. We begin this section with a sum-
mary of terminology from [1,3].

Notation 2.1. Given an R-complex X, write |x| = i when x ! Xi.

Definition 2.2. A positively graded commutative di!erential graded R-algebra
(DG R-algebra for short) is an R-complex A equipped with a binary operation
(a, b) () ab satisfying the following properties:
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associative. for all a, b, c ! A we have (ab)c = a(bc);
distributive. for all a, b, c ! A such that |a| = |b|, we have (a+ b)c = ac+ bc

and c(a + b) = ca + cb;
unital. there is an element 1 ! A0 such that for all a ! A we have 1a = a;
graded commutative. for all a, b ! A we have ba = (#1)|a||b|ab ! A|a|+|b|,

and a2 = 0 when |a| is odd;
positively graded. Ai = 0 for i < 0; and
Leibniz Rule. for all a, b ! A we have !A

|a|+|b|(ab) = !A
|a|(a)b + (#1)|a|a!A

|b|(b).
Given a DG R-algebra A, the underlying algebra is the graded commutative
R-algebra A! = *"

i=0Ai.
We say that A is noetherian if H0(A) is noetherian and the H0(A)-module

Hi(A) is finitely generated for all i & 0. We say that A is local if it is noetherian,
R is local, and the ring H0(A) is a local R-algebra.1

Example 2.3. Given a sequence x = x1, . . . , xn ! R, the Koszul complex
KR(x) is a noetherian DG R-algebra under the wedge product; it is generated
over K0 = R by K1. If (R,m) is local and x ! m, then KR(x) is a local DG
R-algebra.

Definition 2.4. Let A be a DG R-algebra. A di!erential graded module over A
(DG A-module for short) is an R-complex M equipped with a binary operation
(a,m) () am satisfying the following properties:

associative. for all a, b ! A and m ! M , we have (ab)m = a(bm);
distributive. for all a, b ! A and m,n ! M such that |a| = |b| and |m| = |n|,

we have (a + b)m = am + bm and a(m + n) = am + an;
unital. for all m ! M we have 1m = m;
graded. for all a ! A and m ! M , we have am ! M|a|+|m|;
Leibniz Rule. for all a ! A and m ! M , we have !A

|a|+|m|(am) = !A
|a|(a)m+

(#1)|a|a!M
|m|(m).

The underlying A!-module associated to M is the A!-module M ! = *"
i=#"Mi.

A DG submodule of a DG A-module M is a subcomplex that is a DG
A-module under the operations induced by M . A DG ideal of A is a DG
submodule of A.

Definition 2.5. Let A be a DG R-algebra. A DG ideal I + A is prime if I! is a
prime ideal of A!. Let DGSpec(A) denote the set of DG prime ideals of A. The
DG Krull dimension of A, denoted DGdim(A), is the supremum of lengths of
chains of DG prime ideals of A. For each ideal I + H0(A), write I = Ĩ/ im(!A

1 )
where Ĩ is an ideal of A0 containing im(!A

1 ), and set

IA · · · "2
A##) A1

"1
A##) Ĩ ) 0.

Remark 2.6. Let A be a DG R-algebra. The following facts are straightforward
to verify. For each DG (prime) ideal J + A, the subset J0 + A0 is a (prime)
ideal containing !A

1 (J1). For each ideal I + H0(A), the subset IA + A is a DG

1 This means that H0(A) is a local ring whose maximal ideal contains the ideal mH0(A),
where m is the maximal ideal of R.
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ideal of A. An ideal I + H0(A) is prime if and only if IA + A is DG prime. The
operation I () IA, considered as a map from the set of (prime) ideals of H0(A)
to the set of DG (prime) ideals of A, is injective and respects containments.
In particular, one has DGdim(A) & dim(H0(A)).

Proposition 2.7. Let A be a DG R-algebra. If A is generated over A0 in odd
degrees or if A is bounded, then the map (#)A : Spec(H0(A)) ) DGSpec(A)
is bijective, so DGdim(A) = dim(H0(A)).

Proof. Assume that A is generated over A0 in odd degrees. Since each element
a ! A of odd degree is square-zero, it must be contained in each DG prime ideal
of A. That is, each DG prime ideal P , A contains A+ = · · · ) A1 ) 0. Since
P must be closed under !A

1 , it must contain 0A = · · · ) A1 ) im(!1
A) ) 0.

From this it follows that P = (P0/ im(!1
A))A. Since P is a DG prime of A,

Remark 2.6 implies that P0/ im(!1
A) is a prime ideal of H0(A) = A/ im(!1

A)).
Thus, the map (#)A : Spec(H0(A)) ) DGSpec(A) is surjective, hence it is
bijective by Remark 2.6. The equality DGdim(A) = dim(H0(A)) follows imme-
diately.

In the case where A is bounded, it follows that every element a ! A of
non-zero degree is nilpotent, so the above argument applies. !

Corollary 2.8. Let K = KR(x) be a Koszul complex over R. Then the map
(#)K : Spec(R/(x)) ) DGSpec(K) is bijective, so DGdim(K) = dim(R/(x)).

The following example shows that the assumptions on A (generated in odd
degrees or bounded) are necessary in Proposition 2.7.

Example 2.9. Let k be a field, and let A = k[X] denote the polynomial
ring in one indeterminate X of degree 2. This is a DG k-algebra, using the
trivial di!erential. The ideals 0 and A+ = (X)A are DG prime. (Moreover,
DGSpec(A) is precisely the set of graded prime ideals of A.) In particular, we
have DGdim(A) = 1 > 0 = dim(k) = dim(H0(A)) since H0(A) = k.

For our main theorem, we require some DG localization.

Definition 2.10. Let A be a DG R-algebra. A subset U + A is multiplicatively
closed if it contains 1 and is closed under multiplication. Given a DG A-module
M (e.g., M = A) and a multiplicatively closed subset U + A, we define an
relation on M - U as follows: (m,u) . (n, v) if |m| # |u| = |n| # |v| and there
is an element w ! U such that w(un # (#1)|u||v|vm) = 0.

Proposition 2.11. Let A be a DG R-algebra. Given a DG A-module M (e.g.,
M = A) and a multiplicatively closed subset U + A, the relation from Defini-
tion 2.10 is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Symmetry and transitivity are tedious but straightforward to verify.
There is a tiny subtlety with reflexivity. To check that (m,u) . (m,u), we need
to consider two cases. The case where |u| is even is straightforward. For the case
where |u| is odd, it follows that u2 =0, so we have u(um#(#1)|u||u|um)=0. !
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Definition 2.12. Let A be a DG R-algebra, and let U + A be multiplicatively
closed. Let M be a DG A-module (e.g., M = A). For each (m,u) ! M - U ,
let m/u and m

u denote the equivalence class of (m,u) under the equivalence
relation . from Definition 2.10.

We define the DG localization U#1M using the quotient rule:

(U#1M)i := {m/u | i = |m| # |u|},

!U!1M
"m

u

#
:=

u!M (m) # !A(u)m
u2

,

m

u
+

m$

u$ :=
um$ + (#1)|u||u"|u$m

uu$ ,

a

u

m

v
:=

am

uv
.

Proposition 2.13. Let A be a DG R-algebra, and let U + A be multiplicatively
closed. Let M be a DG A-module (e.g., M = A).
(a) Using the above definition, U#1A is a DG R-algebra, not necessarily pos-

itively graded, and U#1M is a DG U#1A-module.
(b) If U + A0, then U#1A is positively graded.

Proof. Note that if U contains an element u of odd degree, then everything is
trivial: the fact that u has odd degree implies that u2 = 0, so for all m/v !
U#1M we have m/v = (u2m)/(u2v) = 0. Thus, for the remainder of this
proof, we assume that U does not contain any elements of odd degree. It is
straightforward to show that the addition and multiplication rules for U#1A
and U#1M are well-defined and satisfy the standard axioms (associative, etc.).

We show that the di!erential !U!1M is well-defined. (The special case M =
A then follows.) To this end, let m/u = n/v in U#1M . Since |u| and |v| are
even, it follows that there is an element w ! U such that w(vm # un) = 0.
Applying !M to this equation, we have the first equality in the next display:

0 = !M (w(vm # un))
= !A(w)(vm # un) + w!M (vm # un)
= !A(w)(vm # un) + w!A(v)m + vw!M (m) # w!A(u)n # uw!M (n).

The second and third equalities follow from the Leibniz rule, since |u|, |v|, and
|w| are even. The fact that w(vm # un) = 0 implies that w!A(w)(vm # un).
Thus, if we multiply the above display by uvw, we have the first equality in
the next display:

0 = uvw2!A(v)m + uv2w2!M (m) # uvw2!A(u)n # u2vw2!M (n)
= uw!A(v)(wvm) + uv2w2!M (m) # vw!A(u)(wun) # u2vw2!M (n)
= uw!A(v)(wun) + uv2w2!M (m) # vw!A(u)(wvm) # u2vw2!M (n)
= w2(u2!A(v)n + uv2!M (m) # v2!A(u)m # u2v!M (n)).

The second and fourth equalities follow from the fact that |u|, |v|, and |w| are
even. The third equality follows from the condition w(vm # un) = 0. This
explains the second equality in the next display
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u!M (m) # !A(u)m
u2

=
uv2!M (m) # v2!A(u)m

u2v2

=
u2v!M (n) # u2!A(v)n

u2v2

=
v!M (n) # !A(v)n

v2
,

so we conclude that !U!1M is well-defined.
Next, we show that !U!1M!U!1M = 0. (The special case M = A then

follows.)

!U!1M
"
!U!1M

"m

u

##

= !U!1M

$
u!M (m) # !A(u)m

u2

%

=
u2!M (u!M (m) # !A(u)m) # !A(u2)(u!M (m) # !A(u)m)

u4

=
u2(!A(u)!M (m) + u!M (!M (m)) # !A(!A(u))m + !A(u)!M (m))

u4

#2u!A(u)(u!M (m) # !A(u)m)
u4

=
u2(2!A(u)!M (m)) # 2u!A(u)(u!M (m) # !A(u)m)

u4

=
2u!A(u)!A(u)m

u4

= 0.

The first two steps are by definition. The third step follows from the Leibniz
rule for M , and the fourth step uses the fact that !M!M = 0 = !A!A. The
fifth step is straightforward cancellation. For the sixth step, note that the
fact that |u| is even implies that |!A(u)| is odd, so the element !A(u) ! A is
square-zero.

The Leibniz rule for U#1M (and hence for U#1A) is straightforward. !
3. Dimension and systems of parameters. Before proving Theorem 1.3, we
require a few more preliminaries.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a homologically bounded below R-complex, and let m , R
be a maximal ideal. If SuppR(X) = {m}, e.g., if X "/ 0 and each Hi(X) has
finite length over R, then m ! AncR(X).

Proof. By definition, we have

dimR(X) = sup{dim(R/p) # inf(Xp) | p ! SuppR(X)}
= dim(R/m) # inf(Xm)
= # inf(Xm)

as desired. !
Here is an example showing that the converse of the previous result fails.
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Example 3.2. Let k be a field, and set R = k[[T ]] with m = TR. Consider the
following complex, which is concentrated in degrees 0 and 1:

X = 0 ) R
0#) k ) 0.

Since H1(X) .= R, we have SuppR(X) = Spec(R). And we compute:

dimR(X) = sup{dim(R/p) # inf(Xp) | p ! SuppR(X)}
= sup{dim(R/m) # inf(Xm),dim(R/(0)) # inf(X(0))}
= sup{# inf(X), 1 # inf(X(0))}
= sup{0, 1 # 1}
= 0
= # inf(X).

So, we have m ! AncR(X) and SuppR(X) "= {m}.

Lemma 3.3. Assume that (R,m) is local, and fix a homologically finite
R-complex X. Each length system of parameters x for X satisfies m !
AncR(KR(x) 'R X). In particular, we have ldimR(X) & dimR(X).

Proof. Let x = x1, . . . , xm ! m be a length system of parameters for X. By the
definition of dimR(X), it su"ces to show that m ! AncR(KR(x)'R X). Since
x is a length system of parameters for X, we know that each Hi(KR(x)'R X)
has finite length, so we have m ! AncR(KR(x) 'R X) by Lemma 3.1. !

Example 3.2 shows that equality can fail in the previous result, as we see
next.

Example 3.4. Let k be a field, and set R = k[[T ]] with m = TR. Consider the
following complex, which is concentrated in degrees 0 and 1:

X = 0 ) R
0#) k ) 0.

We have already seen that dimR(X) = 0. Since H1(X) .= R does not have
finite length, we have ldimR(X) > 0 = dimR(X). (More specifically, it is
straightforward to show that ldimR(X) = 1.)

Theorem 1.3 from the introduction follows from the next result; see 3.6.

Proposition 3.5. Let A be a homologically finite positively graded commutative
local noetherian DG A0-algebra such that (A0,m0) is local noetherian.
(a) Given a system of parameters x ! m0 for H0(A), each Hi(KA0(x)'A0 A)

has finite length over A0. In particular, we have dim(H0(A)) &
ldimA0(A).

(b) Given a system of parameters x ! m0 for A, the ring H0(A)/(x)H0(A) is
artinian. In particular, we have dimA0(A) & dim(H0(A)).

Proof. (a) Let x ! m0 be a system of parameters for H0(A). It follows that
KA0(x) 'A0 A is a homologically finite local noetherian DG A0-algebra such
that (A0,m0) is local noetherian. Furthermore, the ring

H0(KA0(x) 'A0 A) .= H0(A)/(x)H0(A)
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is local and artinian. Since each Hi(KA0(x) 'A0 A) is finitely generated over
H0(KA0(x) 'A0 A), it follows that each Hi(KA0(x) 'A0 A) has finite length.

(b) Let x ! m0 be a system of parameters for A. By definition, this implies
that m0 ! AncA0(KA0(x) 'A0 A). This explains the second equality in the
next display:

0 = # inf(KA0(x) 'A0 A)
= dimA0(K

A0(x) 'A0 A)
= sup{dim(A0/p0) # inf((KA0(x) 'A0 A)p0)

| p0 ! SuppA0
(KA0(x) 'A0 A)}.

The first equality is by the isomorphism H0(KA0(x)'A0A) .= H0(A)/(x)H0(A)
and Nakayama’s Lemma, and the third one is by definition.

Claim: We have

SuppA0
(KA0(x) 'A0 A) = SuppA0

(H0(KA0(x) 'A0 A))
= SuppA0

(H0(A)/(x)H0(A)),

and for each p0 ! SuppA0
(KA0(x)'A0 A), we have inf((KA0(x)'A0 A)p0) = 0.

The equality SuppA0
(H0(KA0(x)'A0 A)) = SuppA0

(H0(A)/(x)H0(A)) follows
from the isomorphism H0(KA0(x) 'A0 A) .= H0(A)/(x)H0(A). And the con-
tainment SuppA0

(KA0(x) 'A0 A) 0 SuppA0
(H0(KA0(x) 'A0 A)) is a conse-

quence of the definition SuppA0
(KA0(x) 'A0 A) = $i SuppA0

(Hi(KA0(x) 'A0

A)). Now, fix a prime p0 ! SuppA0
(KA0(x) 'A0 A), and suppose that

p0 /! SuppA0
(H0(KA0(x) 'A0 A)). It follows that we have

0 "/ (KA0(x) 'A0 A)p0 / K(A0)p0 (x) '(A0)p0
Ap0 .

Note that K(A0)p0 (x) '(A0)p0
Ap0 is a positively graded DG (A0)p0-algebra

by Proposition 2.13. So each homology module Hi(K(A0)p0 (x) '(A0)p0
Ap0)

is a module over H0(K(A0)p0 (x) '(A0)p0
Ap0). The condition p0 /! SuppA0

(H0

(KA0(x)'A0 A)) implies that H0(K(A0)p0 (x)'(A0)p0
Ap0) = 0, so each module

over this ring is 0. Hence, for all i we have Hi(K(A0)p0 (x) '(A0)p0
Ap0) = 0,

contradicting the non-triviality condition K(A0)p0 (x) '(A0)p0
Ap0 "/ 0. The

claim now follows.
Combining the claim with the previous paragraph, we have

0 = sup{dim(A0/p0) | p0 ! SuppA0
(H0(A)/(x)H0(A)).

Thus, the only prime in SuppA0
(H0(A)/(x)H0(A)) is m0. Since H0(A)/(x)H0(A)

is noetherian, it follows that H0(A)/(x)H0(A) is artinian, as desired. !
3.6. (Proof of Theorem 1.3) Parts (a) and (b) follow from Proposition 3.5 and
Lemma 3.3. And part (c) is from Proposition 2.7. !
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